Notice Inviting Quotation

KUIE/MMP/1/2019  
Dated: 08.08.2019

Sealed competitive quotations are invited from reputed firms/suppliers for supplying one Digital Podium for the use of Institute of English, University of Kerala, Palayam, Thiruvananthapuram in connection with the setting up of Multimedia package in the Department. Detailed specification and quantity towards the supply of “Digital Podium” is detailed below:-

**Specification**  
**Quantity required - One No.**

With built in speaker system  
Cordless and flexible goose-neck microphones  
USB, Bluetooth connectivity  
Control panel for audio, line sound, microphone volume (2), sound source, etc.  
Heavy duty CRCA steel fabrication  
Warranty – 3 years

Quotations should reach the Professor and Head, Institute of English, Palayam, Thiruvananthapuram-695034 on or before 19.08.2019 at 3 p.m.

Date of Opening of tender is 20.08.2019 at 11 am.